CELEBRATING THE LEGACY OF DR. CHARLES
“BABA CHUCK” DAVIS
CADD deems it appropriate to acknowledge contribution of the late Chuck
Davis. Davis was a central presence at previous conferences and we along
with dance communities all over world deeply feel Davis’ absence. To create
energy around Davis’ mission to preserve, perpetuate, and extend African
Diasporan dance traditions, our 2018 conference will devote intentional
focus to his legacy through an extended processional and panel discussion
offering an opportunity for artists who were close to Chuck Davis’ work to talk about his vision and openly
strategize about ways to keep his workalive in concert performance, the academy, and community
development.
Thank you to our special guests from AADE including Beverly Botsford, Richard Vinesett, Pam Martin
Green/Family, Venita Ashford, Ivy and Brittany Burch, Stafford Berry, Aya Shabu, Jerri Dorsey, Gloria
Bailey, Rebecca Grossfeld, Sherone Price, Norma Dien Gibson Woolbright, Ngoma Woolbright, Baba
Uriel and Joseph Blount.

DANCE BLACK JOY: Global Affirmations and Defiance 2018 Conference Schedule
TIME

EVENT

Noon -3 PM

Registration Check-In

3:00-7:00 PM

Registration Check-In

12:45 PM

PROCESSIONAL

DESCRIPTION

OPENING REMARKS
1:00-1:30 PM

SCHEDULE: FRIDAY FEBRUARY 16, 2018
PRESENTER

SPACE
East Duke Building, 1st Floor
RAC, 1st Floor
East Duke circle

Thomas F. DeFrantz and Jasmine Johnson, Co-Founding Directors, Collegium for African Diaspora Dance

WELCOME

Duke Dance Chair Purnimah Shah

WELCOME

Duke University President Vincent Price

WHITE LECTURE HALL

DR. CHARLES "BABA CHUCK" DAVIS Remembrance
1:30-4:30 PM

PANEL
ROUNDTABLE

Sipping from the Chalice: Chuck Davis’ Vision and the future of African Dance Performance
Drumming The Dance: Reflections and Experiences from percussionists in the time of Baba Chuck

C. Kemal Nance, moderator
Andrea E. Woods Valdes,
moderator

WHITE LECTURE HALL

Afro-Feminist Performance Routes Roundtable

PANEL

Mecca Zabriskie, moderator
This roundtable considers the contemporary expressions of these Caribbean, American and African women dance artists,
Léna Blou, Rujeko Dumbutshena,
engaging participants in a dialogue concerning experimentation, performance, pedagogy and migration as they relate to
Sephora Germain, Yanique Hume
African and African diaspora arts. Underlying these concerns will be an attention to gender, race, and the power structures
and Halifu Osumare
surrounding them.

EAST DUKE 209

3:00-4:00 PM

Boxing Up Beautiful: Black Women Choreographers and the Politics of Embodiment

WORKSHOP

Participants explore the complexities of choreography when blackness and femininity are tethered to all facets of making,
meaning, doing and receiving. We will discuss our approaches to making when we use, as a foundation, the centuries of
still and moving images within popular visual culture designed to negatively impact the perception of black women's
bodies in performance.

Crystal Michelle Perkins

ARK

Playing with instability and re-creating balance

4:15-5:15 PM

WORKSHOP

This workshop engages with body movement as the primary source for a reflection on Black women's lived experience in
the African Diaspora. The class begins with contemporary dance exercises that draw from Afro-Brazilian Samba de Roda
and Candomblé. Next, it proposes a short conversation/reflection on participants' corporeal impressions and Black
feminists' elaborations on systemic destabilizing acts and women's responses to it.

Agatha Oliveira

ARK

Exploring Black Women's Lives through Afro-Haitian Dance and Performance as Spiritual and Intellectual Praxis in Oakland,
Haiti and Cuba
This paper explores the intersections of black women's lives and intellectual history through embodied journeys. Drawing
from my research and participation in Afro-Haitian dance, performance, and travel from Oakland, to Haiti and Cuba, I use
historical analysis, archival research, documentary, and memoir to chart interpenetrating intellectual processes and
navigate collective ideas that exist among Black women artists, writers, scholars, etc.

Danielle N. Hall

Movements, Narratives and Meaning: joy = to be alive with wonder and productive expectation

PAPERS:
WOMEN, GENDER,
IDENTITY

This paper is born out of the experience of initial R&D with people in Northern Ireland and attending women's only
swimming and movement classes at Edmonton Green Sports Centre in England. I explore a theoretical framework that
claims my Black, moving, expressive body as a joyful site of cultural and social knowing challenging traditional Western
research frameworks. Researching ethnographically, I am looking at how I celebrate my own identity to decolonize
research methodologies. I question what feminism looks like outside of white middle-class contexts. I discuss how
passivity, difference, and occasion can be liberated from Western constructs. I discuss how dance can offer a language for
the embodied: allowing me, as a woman of colour, to offer modes of communication that by-pass mainstream constructs
with the possibility of authentically voicing alternative lived-experiences.

EAST DUKE 209
Adesola Akinleye

Decolonizing the Body: Reconstructing Gender in Contemporary Dance in Senegal

4:15-5:45 PM

This presentation draws on African feminist scholarship and ethnographic research to show how works by Senegal-based
contemporary choreographers Germaine Acogny, Andreya Ouamba, and Fatou Cisse envision decolonial possibilities
through the body in their choreographic interrogations of gender.

Amy Swanson

Coalition for Diasporan Scholars Moving (CDSM) Town Hall

TOWN HALL

Coalition for Diasporan Scholars Moving (CDSM) is a service organization that was created in response to today's
millennial-style racism in our supposed post-racist era. This town hall meeting is designed to both understand and address
the concerns of all people in dance, in all capacities. As a voluntary, not-for-profit coalition of concerned dancers/scholars,
we welcome new members from across the Diaspora as we extend our base.

Brenda Dixon-Gottschild, Adanna
Kai Jones, Lela Aisha Jones &
Saroya Corbett

EAST DUKE 204B

A. Nia Austin-Edwards

EAST DUKE 204D

WE WILL THRIVE: Sharing the Strategies that Sustain Us

FORUM

Rooted in the 2014 research done by A. Nia Austin-Edwards around business practices that sustain dance artists today,
this collective dialogue will focus in on the practices Black dance artists (theatrical, academic, and administrative) are
developing to thrive. We know there are old systems that fail us and old rituals that carry us, but how often do we discuss
them? How often do we share our strategies?

Refreshments available on first floor of East Duke Building between "Pink" and "Blue" parlors from 2:30-5:30 PM.
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At the Rubenstein Arts Center

LECTURE

SCHEDULE: FRIDAY FEBRUARY 16, 2018

Shuttle service operates from 3-6 PM from East Duke circle on the 1/2 hour beginning at 3PM. Final shuttle from East Duke at 6PM.

When Passing for Almost Straight is Not Enough: Queer Black Masculinities in Dance

Mark Broomfield and Iquail
Shaheed

RAC 129

Jo Anna Norris

RAC 202/SLIPPAGE

Arneshia Williams, Jacquelyn
Stokes

RAC 124

Greer Mendy

RAC 224

Sheila Ward

RAC 129

Eleanor Johnson

RAC 124

Whitney Smith, Ajara Alghali

RAC 201

Mila Thigpen

RAC 128

SLIPPAGE|Performance Culture
Technology

VON DER HEYDEN THEATRE

Marianna F. M. Monteiro

RAC 202/Slippage

Stafford Berry, facilitator

RAC 224

Afro-Dance Tech: The Digital Unground Community
WORKSHOP

Afro Dance Tech: The Digital Underground community seeks to demystify digital community development, social/cultural
entrepreneurship, & the principle of "Joy" as a spiritual technology; through the development of the LIVE ARTS TECH app.
Harnessing the Power of Joy

3:30 PM-4:30 PM

WORKSHOP

This workshop will address the following questions: How do spiritual beliefs, culture, and movement interact on a daily
basis? Can resistance and renewal be housed simultaneously within bodies? What does intersecting spiritual and physical
knowledge reveal about the transferability of joy? This moving workshop includes reflection, group discussion, and
movement explorations that highlight political technologies of edification and disruption harnessed by the power of joy.
Black Dance in Louisiana - Guardian of a Culture

WORKSHOP

The session affirms the Black experience in the US and addresses specificity of place, Louisiana. I introduce and explore
Black dance traditions in Louisiana through four distinct dance geographical regions of the East: Baton Rouge Parish - the
Southern University Dancing Dolls (HBCU collegiate dance team genre); Franklin Parish - Easter Rock (religious ritual);
Lafayette and St. Martin Parishes - Zydeco; Orleans Parish (New Orleans) - parade traditions, public performance and
Bounce

Metabolics for Black Dancers and their Teachers: Deconstructing Body Composition and Fat Distribution and Internalizing
Weight Management

LECTURE

The perpetuation of the ideal body image in concert dance has often been realized by weight loss to achieve aesthetic
value. However, what is seen externally may not reflect internal health status. Socialization within the concert dance
world often prompts Black dancers' attempts to achieve an external aesthetic without regard to internal consequences.
Metabolism and body composition greatly influence body weight and weight management. This interactive presentation
will enable a better understanding of factors that impact body composition and fat distribution allowing for more effective
weight management freeing us to be better dance students, performers, and dance teachers of Black dancers.

Art of Dance and What's Hidden in the Figures!!

WORKSHOP
4:45 PM-5:45 PM

A lecture demonstration that discusses the fact that Dance is the least understood art form, and that there is research
proving that African diaspora women have four stereotypes represented on television, music videos, and social media.
Many false attributes has reinforced sexualized movement influencing young children and girls. As it relates to African
American/African Diaspora there will be dialogue about preserving and engaging our communities to further experience,
research, and educate our people to acknowledge and insist our culture does not be transformed by others.
African Kinetic Knowledge - Upholding Our Legacy

WORKSHOP

The session will focus on the preservation of African culture through dance. We will interrogate which bodies have the
ability to transfer African kinetic knowledge as well as examine the idea of ownership of African dance culture. The role of
dance as a conduit for preserving black spaces and knowledge, and the impacts of columbusing African movements will
also be analyzed. These topics will be explored through an interactive discussion and short film.
Salsa Comes From The Streets

PAPER

Popularized representations of salsa have shaped familiar stereotypes of this Latin dance form as well as of the people
who participate in it. However, there also exists a socio-cultural realm of salsa dance performance with its own history,
culture, and practice. Although not as commonly known or recognized as commercial salsa, this presentation seeks to
highlight the socio-cultural performative practices of salsa. This paper, which is the result of an ethnographic study of New
York-based Yamule (Yamuleé) Dance Company, reveals how Yamule (Yamuleé) continues to preserve salsa's African roots,
while also locating the Bronx as a global mecca for salsa dance innovation.

5:30 PM-7:00 PM
7:00 PM

DINNER
PERFORMANCE

CANE: a responsive environment dancework

RAC RUBY LOUNGE

Balé de Pé no Chão: a Dança Afro de Mercedes Baptista Gênero

9:00 PM

FILM

10:00 PM

BANTABA

The documentary follows the trajectory of Mercedes Baptista, the first black dancer at the Municipal Theatre in Rio de
Janeiro, and the creation of Afro Dance from the ritual movements of Candomblé and Brazilian folkloric dances. It
documents Mercedes Baptista’s relationship to the Black Experimental Theatre and its role in the training and
professionalization of black dancers. It also highlights Mercedes Baptista’s legacy to current black dance. The full film by
keynote speaker Marianna Martins Monteiro will be screened (subtitles).
Late night West African dance gathering

Shuttle service operates from 8:30 PM-midnight from RAC to hotel at 8:30 PM, 9:30 PM, 10:30 PM, 11:30 PM and midnight. Shuttles drop-off and pick-up at the Duke bus station in front of the RAC. Please don't get on the Duke Shuttle bus!
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TIME

EVENT

8:00 AM-2:00 PM

Registration Check-In

DESCRIPTION

8:00 AM-9:00 AM

Breakfast

PRESENTER(S)

SPACE
RAC Lobby 1st Floor
RAC RUBY LOUNGE

Capoeira Angola and Rural Samba of Bahia as Practices of Freedom as Marronage
The capoeira group Backlands Angoleiros creates a fugitive black space with its weekly samba circle on a Bahian city
street. Fleeting (several hours) and enduring (over twenty years), I frame their ritual as a practice of "freedom as
marronage." Participants sonic-corporeal orature publicly protests the stigmatization of blackness and embodies their
ways of being autonomous from formal power structures.
PAPERS:
Brazil

Esther Kurtz

RAC 129

The routes of a diasporic artist: Clyde Morgan and the crossroads of the body
The paper analyzes the legacies of the American dancer Clyde Morgan, from his artistic backgrounds to the ways in
which he has set up networks of knowledge between Africa and diaspora territories. His presence in Brazil revealed
submerged possibilities, exposing fused black aesthetics and enabled interactions between distinct social groups. As a
Professor at School of Dance of the Federal University of Bahia in the 70's, he change artistic and pedagogical practices
that had been ruling at the institution, questioning stereotypes about black dance and life.

Fernando Ferraz

Privy: an invitation to reframe vulnerability
What is catalyzed when we bring another into confidence? Might a ritualizing of personal story in performance practice
facilitate healing for, and forge relationship between, storyteller and witness? What is disclosed, what is kept for
oneself, and what is risked on either side? How is one's level of risk informed by identity? Reflecting on these questions
as points of departure and return in the development of Privy, her solo multimedia performance work, Deborah Goffe
will bring autoethnographic methodologies to bear on processes that have converged at the intersection of personal
experience, inherited legacy, dancemaking, and reclamation of relational curatorial frameworks.
PAPERS:
Contemporary
Stories
9:00 AM-10:00 AM

Deborah Goffe

RAC 131

"the action in the now": Dancing Blackness in The Skeleton Architecture
This presentation brings a processual, multiplicitous notion of dancing blackness to bear on the skeleton architecture in
2016, which brought together 20 black women and gender nonconforming dancers from various dance backgrounds to
improvise in a venue tied to white postmodern dance histories. Our movement choices for ourselves where seen and
held by the group and audience; each sharing differently in the risk. We each enacted relationships to our alliance of
raced and gendered individuals through unique, overlapping social and bodily knowledges. In those variously legible
practices, what surfaced and congealed in real-time about the lived experience of these black dancers in the NYC dance
terrain: our delight, grief, humor, play, ritual, devastation, care?

Tara Aisha Willis

Amplifying Black Women: Choreographic Embodiment in Liberal Arts Dance Education

PANEL

What role do college dance programs play in understanding, valuing, and sustaining the wealth of embodied knowledge
of Black women across the African Diaspora? Launched in 2016, the Department of Dance Performance and
Choreography at Spelman College is a critical and creative thinking laboratory that nurtures women of the African
Diaspora. Students investigate intersections of experimental creative practices, cultural discourse, and technology. This
panel, featuring three Spelman Dance Faculty, provides an in-depth look at how this innovative new initiative aims to
amplify the voices of women of color who are consistently underrepresented across the arts, especially in leadership
roles.

T. Lang, Julie B. Johnson,
Kathleen Wessel

RAC 202/SLIPPAGE

Tamara Williams

RAC 124

Joselli Deans

RAC 201

Léna Blou, Rujeko
Dumbutshena, Yanique
Hume

RAC 224/DANCE CUBE

Colleen Hooper

RAC 128

Dances of Resistance | Afro-Brazilian Dance

WORKSHOP

Afro-Brazilian Dance explores dances from the northeastern regions of Brazil. The dances found in this region are
inspired by the Yoruba, Angola, Nago, Bantu and Akan people of West Africa. Afro-Brazilian Dance is a study of the
connections between the rhythms and the traditional movement, archetype and story, of the elements of nature
interpreted as an art form. Afro-Brazilian Dance encourages students to become aware of cross cultural dance by means
of investigating the societal development surrounding folkloric, religious and social dance traditions.

Ballet Technique Workshop

WORKSHOP

This session will present a ballet technique class and workshop that addresses the anatomical and technical aspects of
ballet without the overly obscuring its systematic approach with cultural bias. The intent is to demonstrate ballet as a
means to contribute to dance training for mainstream American dance and but not to tout it as an elitist art form and to
make it accessible.
Afro-Feminist Performances Routes Workshop

WORKSHOP
9:00 AM-10:00 AM

This workshop will materialize a call and response between Caribbean and African dance vocabularies and musical
rhythms. Each artist will share her own dance(d) research and engage participants through movement, language, and
rhythm.

In Her Own Words: Blondell Cummings and Chicken Soup's Scriptive Things

PAPER

Blondell Cummings (1944-2015) was an African American dancer, choreographer, and multi-media artist known for her
experimental performance work that explored how cultures intersect. I interviewed Cummings in 2013 and we
discussed how she chose the topics and objects featured in her renowned solo piece Chicken Soup (1981). She
established a symbolic order within Chicken Soup that emphasized how objects can transform when activated by the
intentional moving body.
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Hip Pleasures, or that which her hips can do...
10:15 AM - 11:00 AM

KEYNOTE SPEAKER

In this talk, Blanco Borelli will engage with my theory of hip(g)nosis to delineate how it gets put into play and practice
among the Afro/Latinx diaspora. By focusing on the use(s) of hip(ped) pleasures, this talk will pay tribute to black
feminist scholars who constantly and consistently find new ways of imagining black time, space and joy.

Melissa Blanco Borelli

VON DER HEYDEN
THEATRE

Krump Time: Transubstantiation towards Joy
In this presentation, I explore danced engagements with black performative temporality as a means to heal and create
community through feeling. This gift appears in dance as pace and stillness in the dynamics of krump and its affective
environments. In my current research on violence and grief, I toy with the nature of acceleration, deceleration and
paused temporality in urban krump dance acts as a refraction of time in addressing traumas of state and gang violence
against black people in urban spaces.
PAPERS:
Healing

RAC 129

A Meditation on Anger and Trying to Be Alright
In this session, we will look at the use of dance as a tool for self-care and self-love through understanding the impacts
and possibilities of anger for Black Women. I illuminate these themes by deconstructing and re(imagining) the myth of
the Goddess Medusa and witnessing an act of shapeshifting in the Truth About Medusa - The Warrior by Adia Whitaker
of Ase Dance Theatre Collective. Participants will be asked to move and embody the claim that dance is a tool for giving
voice to anger, finding alright-ness, and dancing towards joy.

11:15 AM - 12:15 PM

Stephanie Batiste

Rachel Russell

The Black (Trans) Dancing Body: The Erotics of Trans*itioning through Movement Practice

PAPERS:
Queer

In this performative paper, I will dance and speak through the process of my performance project "Un-becoming Ailey:
Towards a Creative and Feminist Trans*masculinity." In this durational performance process, I work through old dance
injuries and mental scripts of a childhood dance career in ballet as a racialized "female" body and move into an Erotics
of trans*ness through my now black (trans*) dancing body. How do the Erotics of trans*ness make space for full
enjoyment of movement as a racialized subject?

Daniel Coleman
RAC 131

Do Black Lesbians dance?
This session will explore the ways disabled Black lesbian bodies are rendered (in)visible in dance spaces, and how these
normalizing spaces present options for disruption of norms for Black lesbians.

Shayla Robinson

Capoeira: An Art of Preservation & Resistance
WORKSHOP

Capoeira is an Afro-Brazilian art form that combines music, dance, acrobatics, and martial arts created by slaves in Brazil
as a tool for protection from slave catchers. This art form also offered slaves a sense of hope and means of preserving
various aspects of their cultures.

Reba Bowens, Aristides
Fatima

RAC 124

Brittany Williams

RAC 201

Edisa Weeks

RAC 202/SLIPPAGE

Molly Christie Gonzalez

RAC 224

Halifu Osumare

RAC 128

Wars dances of Black America: Shifting Language, Shifting Purpose

WORKSHOP

We are part fugitive, with a spec of Ancestralism, our black bodies create Sankofic ways of coding, encoding,
transmitting and retrieving embodied artifact for survival through""social dances."" From Ring Shout to the new phase
of Hip Hop black bodies have always responded by remembering sankofic movement and dances in the face of
adversity, in the belly of state sanctioned violence. We have always bust a move to temporally liberate our bodies, our
beings. This workshop is a call to action - to reclaim dances of Black America as war dances, that has socially sustained
us all. Instead of limiting "social dance," to just be social.
ROOTS PARTY! Black Resilience and Play

11:15 AM - 12:15 PM

WORKSHOP

Join multi-disciplinary artist Edisa Weeks in making roots out of paper and twine for the performance installation of
THREE RITES: Liberty; and participate in or listen to a communal discussion on the games we play as Black children. How
does play liberate the imagination and become a source of resiliency and joy.
Dance as Rhythmic Motion: Investigating the Polyrhythmic Roots of Katherine Dunham Technique

WORKSHOP

Katherine Dunham understood that her artistic mission would include more than expressing her personal voice; she felt
responsible for creating a dance technique that expanded the previously accepted movement vocabulary, as well as
social, sacred, cultural and political expressions, seen on concert stages worldwide. During her anthropological fieldwork
in the Caribbean, Dunham experienced rhythmic dance movement and percussive accompaniment as an ordinary and
integrated aspect of daily life, reinforcing her definition of dance as rhythmic motion. Intercultural rhythmic exchange
became a core part of her technique and pedagogy, as a means of affirming Black joy, and of facilitating greater
communication between peoples.
Writing Black Dance Memoir: Telling Your Personal-Professional Story

WORKSHOP

12:15 PM - 1:15 PM

Hands-on workshop designed for dance enthusiasts to learn how to tell their personal story in the context of developing
African diasporan dance. The focus is on building writing skills to encompass both one’s microcosmic individual story
and the macrocosmic larger field of black dance.

LUNCH
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Can't Stop the Feeling: Joy as Resistance and Epistemology in French Caribbean (Traditional) Dance

PANEL

This panel centers on gwo ka and bèlè (dance and music) central to the traditional repertoire of the French Caribbean
islands of Guadeloupe and Martinique. Three panelists explore the role of emotions and feelings, like joy, in knowledge
formation. They consider the aesthetics of dance as epistemology and affirmation of life and self. Dr. Couti will present a
Jacqueline Couti, Gladys M.
15-minute paper, “Feeling Better When I am Dancin’, that will lay down the theoretical foundation of this session. Then,
Francis, Lena Blou
an interactive presentation will follow: “Decolonizing the Black Body: Fighting Loss and Reclaiming the Self through Gwo
Ka.” This section is a conversation supplemented with dance demonstrations between cultural studies scholar Dr. Gladys
M. Francis and Lénablou, artistic director, dancer and choreographer founder of the Techn’ka dance technique (a
corporal grammar fully anchored in gwo ka dance aesthetics).

VON DER HEYDEN
THEATRE

The Infernal Cakewalk and Otherworldly Charleston: African-American dance in early French cinema
In silent films by Georges Méliès, the Lumière brothers, and Jean Renoir, African-American and white performers dance
the cakewalk or the Charleston as an otherworldly act. The foreignness resides in the dances unthinkably celebratory
nature. This gathering of African-American dances becomes a norm in French films featuring Josephine Baker. What are
the political and aesthetic motives of this cinematic transformation of black dance into an alien or diabolic joy? How are
these films different from staged performances of African-American dancers in France? What role do these films play in
a larger project of French appropriation and reduction of African-American dances?
PAPERS:
Jazz

Tessa Nunn

RAC 129

And Still You Must Swing: Tap Dance and the "Swing Aesthetic" as Affirmations of Black Joy
An epigraph in the program for the tap dance concert And Still You Must Swing reads: "Swing / swiNG/ v: 2. move by
grasping a support from below and leaping. We grasp for our ancestors in order to rise...'" In this presentation I
examine the swing aesthetic (Gottschild 2000) specifically its connections with tap dancestors and with the legacy of tap
dance as a practices affirmations of black joy. I discuss the relationship between blackness and swing as performed by
tap dancers Dormeshia Sumbry-Edwards, Derick K. Grant, and Jason Samuels Smith, and by contemporary dancer
Camille A. Brown.

Janet Schroeder

Black Dance and Black Arts Internationalism: Carole Johnson, the Third World, and Australia
Scholarship on the Black Arts Movement remains a site for further inquiry into the role black dance played in the artistactivist tradition found in thespiritual sisterof the Black Power Movement. Furthermore, as new examinations of Black
Power's internationalism grow there are sites to explore BAM's internationalism as well. This paper Black Dance and
Black Arts Internationalism: Carole Johnson, the Third World, and Australia explores the importance of black dance
during the Black Power era with a focus on the third world solidarity and dance practice exhibited by Carole Johnson
with Aboriginal artists-activists in Australia during the early 1970s.

1:15 PM - 2:15 PM

PAPERS:
Australasia

Alex Carter

Pacific Hip Hop Choreographer Parris Goebel: Decolonizing the Presence of African Diasporic Dance in Aotearoa/New
Zealand
The Aotearoa/New Zealand born Samoan choreographer Parris Goebel is a Pacific hip hop dance mogul, who illuminates
the enormous influence of African diasporic dance in the Oceania. Her dance style called Polyswagg blending Polynesian
attitude with hip hop and dancehall has brought her global acclaim and commercial success. However, Goebell has also
received a confronting query from Jamaican dancehall choreographer Orville Hall about cultural borrowing and the lack
dancehall acknowledgement in the media accounts about her choreography in Justin Beiber's 2015 Sorry music video.
The study presented here analyses the social media discourse about the Polynesian dancehall performance and dives
below the surface level conversation to articulate a Black Pacific dance networking and alliance distorted by global
capitalism.

RAC 131

Ojeya Cruz Banks

Tradition And Innovation: African Dance

WORKSHOP

In African dance and drum there is very little room for creativity without fear of losing the foundation or traditions in
innovations. In this workshop we will explore the fundamentals of West African dance and music, while also learning
ways to be artistic within this core. We will experience ways to allow it to remain unchanged, yet give birth to something
different without losing the source. In this way, our culture can serve as a voice for our past history but also serve us
now in this day and age.

Amina Heckstall

RAC 124

Adanna Kai Jones

RAC 201

Winin' 101: Embodying Jametteness

WORKSHOP

This workshop will teach participants the bodily logic behind the rolling hip dance known as winin'. Rooted in the
Trinidadian Carnival, where the wine is most commonly performed, this workshop will introduce participants to the
deep histories of this dance culture, paying particular attention to the late-19th Century jamette figure of Trinidad.
Many scholars of the Trinidadian Carnival argue that the bodily logic of the wine is one of the inherited legacies of the
jamette figure herself.
continued on next page
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SPENT: A Ritual for Reviving Towards Thriving

WORKSHOP

1:15 PM - 2:15 PM

Too often, Black folks and other marginalized communities do not have the resources to produce our artistic work and it
is difficult to garner support for our artistic work without producing work firstâ€¦ and so, we operate from a deficit.
SPENT: A Ritual for Reviving Towards Thriving is a collective self-care practice. This performance-workshop asks
participants to surface a moment in the past or present that they have felt burnt out. How do we revive ourselves? How
do we turn to community to refill our cups? How do we create community devised systems to work toward our mutual
thriving?

Sydnie Mosley, Allegra
Romita, A. Nia AustinEdwards

RAC 224/DANCE CUBE

Rashad Pridgen

RAC 202/SLIPPAGE

Marianna F. M. Monteiro

VON DER HEYDEN
THEATRE

The Black Lives Masquerade (a short film)

FILM

The Black Lives Masquerade (short film): is a documentary style dance film, capturing the ongoing site-specific,
performance ceremony, creative direct action and community engagement project The Global Street Dance
Masquerade #GSDMQ8. This short film captures the presence of black men holding space publicly and creativity for the
arrival of an Afrofuturist masquerade suit entitled The Black Lives Masquerade; which is adorned with an estimated fifty
faces lost to police brutality, gun violence and racial injustice. The session will consist of an ancestor reverence
introduction, a short film showing and Q&A discussion.

Intersection of Afro-Brazilian Joy
2:30 PM - 3:30 PM

KEYNOTE SPEAKER Keynote Marianna Francisca Martins Monteiro discusses her research in Afro-Brazilian expressive culture and how her
films investigate these utopias, struggles and tensions.

White Bodies Black Dancing
What happens when White students learn dances of the African diaspora? Can such learning experiences act as an
embodied anti-racism pedagogy? In this paper presentation an African American dance educator-scholar-artist, and a
White doctoral student share qualitative and empirical research findings on how dance classes that deliberately decenter Western dance aesthetics and feature dances of the African Diaspora can shift students ideas about race, racism,
and the value of embodied culture and histories. The research explores embodied ways of knowing and teaching and
how they can resist white supremacist paradigms and provide depictions of lived experiences of the African Diaspora.
PAPERS:
Education

Nyama McCarthy-Brown,
Amelia Smith

Rehearsal Director to Assistant Professor: African Dance in higher education
For ten years Ronald K. Brown allowed Evidence, A Dance Company to be my playground as I learned to thread elements
garnered from him as a dancer and rehearsal director. Weight shifting, adaptability, spirituality and community were a
few ideas that eventually birthed my own pedagogy. My purpose is to create space for African diasporic idioms within
the frame of contemporary dance in higher education. Now, the university setting has become my home to disseminate
and document the movement language of Evidence, while uncovering the many possibilities within diasporic dance.
Teaching our stories: The inclusion/expansion of dance history within the dance class as a pedagogical imperative

RAC 129

Clarice Young

Amber Golden

Moving in the Church, Marching in the Streets: Liberation in Living and Loving

3:45 PM - 5:15 PM

Black America has historically attempted to save this country from moral degradation every 100 years, first with the
Gullah Wars that forced the end of the slavery, then with the boycotts and sit-ins that shamed the country into ending
segregation and most recently with an NFL player refusing to stand for the national anthem until police brutality is
addressed. This paper examines how movement in the Black church is in conversation with the Black Lives Matter
Movement and how that conversation has the potential to transform our quotidian habits into mini movements for
liberation, for justice, and for peace.

Ronya-Lee Anderson

African Aesthetics in the Black Spiritual/Praise Dance Experience
My lecture will explore the connections and shared themes between Traditional African Dance and African American
Spiritual/Praise Dance using researched African characteristics and Aesthetics. By using shared characteristics and dance
as the lens I will show how African themes have been transferred to African American religious dance and culture and
PAPERS:
Sacred and Spiritual subsequently throughout the diaspora. By acknowledging the common characteristics as a derivative of African culture
we can additionally acknowledge the influence and contributions of African culture on African American faith
communities and subsequently on African American culture as well.

Shani Sterling

RAC 131

Dancing the Darkness: Finding the Sacred Dark Feminine in East Indian Dance
This paper explores how I, an African-American female dancer, discovered the sacred dark feminine archetype via
ethnographic study of classical and folk dance forms of India. I examine how this ancient archetype permeates
aesthetics, bodily techniques, identity politics, and religious beliefs across cultures via my embodied research
experience. In addition to sharing the affirmation I experienced in how the sacred dark feminine manifests in the
goddess Kali in India's dance forms, I also address how racial and gender politics operated as a performance of defiance
both in India and in presenting the research findings in the U.S.
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Samba-Afro: Roots of Revolution

WORKSHOP

Samba-Afro is a popular, lively dance form created by Afro-Brazilian Carnaval Groups of Salvador, Bahia, Brazil. Be
inspired by the uplifting and vibrant rhythms, along with the underlying oral tradition of Afro-Brazilian culture explored
in this dynamic workshop. Learn about the evolution of this dance form: from the Orixás the Afro-Brazilian religion
Candomblé the contemporary Samba-Afro vernacular. Participants will gain a kinesthetic understanding of the
movement techniques, the historical/cultural/societal significance of these dances, as well as experience performance
techniques for approaching the details and nuances of this dance form.

Joya Powell

RAC 124

Jean-Sebastien Duvilaire

RAC 201

Beverly Botsford

RAC 224

Adesola Akinleye

RAC 128

Nicole Oxendine,
moderator

RAC 202/Slippage

Jade Power Sotomayor,
Yelimara Concepcion
Santos, Ines Mangual
Cabassa

RAC 124

Maxine Montilus

RAC 201

Michèle Moss

RAC 224

Carlos Funn, Marcus White

RAC 202/Slippage

Moving Africa through Haitian Vodou Dance

WORKSHOP

I am a contemporary Haitian artist who works through Vodou culture in Haiti and on the African continent. I will use the
space of a dance workshop to invoke the aesthetics of Haitian Vodou as a way to share my perspective and philosophy
on Negritude. I integrate Haitian perspectives and multiple African philosophies, cultivating a way to bridge diasporic
culture and Africa for our contemporary world. This workshop will engage participants through songs, dance and
dialogue, demonstrating the relationship between rhythm, dance, spirit, and philosophy.
Rhythm Has Wings Race! Gender! Drum! A music workshop for dancers

3:45 PM - 4:45 PM

WORKSHOP

Hands on drums, percussion, bodies, voice and movement as we build community while reflecting on tradition,
evolution, perspective, race and gender. Participants will deepen understanding of rhythm and music, celebrating
percussive gifts of the African Diaspora- syncopated rhythms, orchestrations with layered polyrhythms, call and
response, improvisation and creativity. Honoring the marriage of drum and dance, we will explore how these concepts
translate to movement and choreography. On this rhythmic journey, Beverly shares experiences as a white female
drummer in the African drum and dance community.

Narratives In Black British dance: Embodied Practices

LECTURE

The session will be discussing editing and compiling Narrative in Black British Dance: Embodied practice. Black
Britishness is so often contextulised through either an African or a North American lens, asking us to locate Blackness in
Britain as of another place. Or implying ownership of emotions and histories that originate outside the British
experience. Despite the vibrancy of African and North American blackness, Britain adds its own distinctive threads of
joyful Colour to the fabric of dance-art. Threads that can contribute beyond its shores to contextualise the spaces and
silences its quiet presence have left.
Black Boy Joy: The Experience of Males in Dance

PANEL

This panel will discuss obstacles and opportunities for male dancers. Male dancers ages 18+ will share their experience
and perspectives as male dancers from childhood to now. Providing an understanding of the potential barriers to males
dancers specific to the African American community. This conversation will also touch on the historical context and
stereotypes of male dancers and how it relates to dancers today. Panelists will share the importance of self-expression
through movement and how it can be a valuable tool for black boys.

Bomba Sea Allá

WORKSHOP

This interactive presentation and workshop will utilize the body memories offered by Afro-Puerto Rican bomba to
engage intercorporeal listening, embodied music-making and the space of the 21st century batey as a site for Afrodescendant bodies to be, not just seen, but heard and thus valued. Together we will dance, exploring how the aesthetic
of the pedestrian in concert with the possibilities of aural syncopation can: affirm Black joy, defy and signify on
Eurocentric expectations of form, and create the relational affect so necessary for everyday survival, healing and thriving
while standing in the crosshairs of colonialism, white supremacy and heteropatriarchy.
Afro Haitian Dance: Past, Present and Future

WORKSHOP

5:00 PM - 6:00 PM

Participants will learn traditional dances from Haiti, and their ties to Haiti's African lineage and revolutionary history.
Participants will also receive resources to enhance their own curricula (in K-12 and higher ed settings) on Haitian history
and culture, as well as learn different ways to allow students to critique current social issues and social justice
movements through the study of Afro Haitian dance. The workshop offers the perspective that teaching Afro Haitian
dance and history IS social justice in that it is an art form and history often ignored by many institutions.
Embodying the Joy of Jazz: from roots to blossoms

WORKSHOP

Designed for dancers of all levels. Using music and dance to access feelings of well being. The workshop will present an
array of inspirations from the roots of jazz in West African traditions to black social dances and contemporary devised
structures and creations. The inspirational soundtrack will be from jazz and jazz blossoms such as: funk, R&B, soul,
gospel and hip hop. Let's celebrate the practice of dance and the creation of jazz!
Centering Black Joy through Kinetic Imaging

WORKSHOP

Media technology has made telling your story and connecting to others accessible right in the palm of your hand. We
will start with a conversation about how the black dancing body expresses joy using screendances from Moving 24fps
project. We then lead a break out session to co-create a dance film about black joy using our cell phones. This process
models the Moving 24fps “pressure cooker” to use dance film to craft narrative, articulate voices and foster
perspectives that celebrate Black Joy.
continued on next page
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Black Women in Dance
5:00 PM - 6:00 PM
LECTURE

Black Women in Dance explores the challenges, strength and tenacity of Black women who have struggled for
recognition, visibility and the constant reinvention the world of dance. The presentation will explore the work that has
been done in the UK to champion and nurture the work of Black Women in Dance, celebrating the impact that Black
women have made on the international dance ecology whilst reflecting on the obstacles that female practitioners from
the African and African Caribbean diaspora have had to overcome, and still have to overcome as they progress in their
careers.

5:00 PM - 7:00 PM

Pawlet Brookes

DINNER

RAC 128

RAC RUBY LOUNGE

This is Lovers Rock

WORKSHOP

In this workshop we will explore ‘crubbing’, a black British couple dance that exemplifies the reggae music genre Lovers
Rock. Both were created by teenagers of African - Caribbean parentage during the 1970s and 1980s in Britain. Despite
the number of works that cleverly support the reliving of personal experiences, and give insight into the cultural
practices of these newly formed black communities, very little research has shed light on the dance, leaving a gap in
knowledge about a shared consciousness, of communities that founded black dance joy, whilst entangled in the
sociopolitical, socioeconomic, and sociocultural minefield of Thatcher’s Britain.

Yassmin Foster

RAC 124

Shamell Bell

RAC 201

Danielle Boaz, Derrick Lee
Washington

RAC 224/DANCE CUBE

Living is Resisting: Street Dance Activism as a Corporeal Pedagogy

6:15 PM - 7:15 PM

WORKSHOP

This workshop provides foundational tools for the use of street dance in demonstrations as a form of self-care,
resistance, and team building. Shamell Bell is an original member of the Black Lives Matter movement that now focuses
on Arts & Culture across various movements. Her workshop will demonstrate the possibility for performance to disrupt
social, economic, and historical paradigms and present street dance as an alternative strategy for radical social change.
We will explore the use of these dances struggles for liberation that traces them to African diasporic traditions and war
dances.
Ownership & Space: The Possibilities and Limitations of African and African Diasporic Partner Dance in Universities and
Museums in the United States

WORKSHOP

Over the last century, partner dance forms centered on African and African Diaspora artistic fusions have dominated
popular culture(s) throughout the Western Hemisphere. However, the range of meanings of these dance/music forms
are often lost as they are taught and performed in public settings due to lack of knowledge, commodification of dance
practice, and other factors. This panel seeks to address the possibilities and limitations of sharing these dances in U.S.
universities and museum spaces. Presentations will be followed by a workshop on the fundamentals of Cuban "salsa,"
with an emphasis its relationship with Africana cultural and artistic practices.

Presenter's Showcase curated by Andrea Woods Valdes
1) Lindsay Renea - Retrospectives. Existences. Alternative Futures
2) Andrea E. Woods Valdés- Soft Words: Conversations with John L. Brace part lll
3) Tamara Thomas - Defying Death-you will NOT steal my JOY and still
7:30 PM

PERFORMANCE

4) Naimah Kisoki - Through These Eyes

VON DER HEYDEN
THEATRE

5) Sephora Germain
6) Melanie Green - Sapphire
7) Duayne Cyrus Comache: Hero Complexities
8) Michelle Grant Murray -Tambourine Ministry
(dance) PARTY
9:00 PM - Midnight

DJ, drinks, food, folks. But not necessarily in that order.

Shuttle service operates from 9 PM-1 AM (RAC-hotel-party loop) on the half hour beginning at 9 PM. Final shuttle from party at 1 AM.
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SCHEDULE: SUNDAY FEBRUARY 18, 2018

DESCRIPTION

PRESENTER(S)

8:00 AM - 9:00 AM

Breakfast

SPACE
RAC RUBY LOUNGE

Move Your Shoulder Blades!: Experimentations in Ethnography & Embodied failure

PAPERS:
Cuba

An assemblage of mixed ethnographic fragments convey embodied pedagogy observed and learned during fieldwork in Havana,
Cuba studying under black folkloric dance artists (2012-2014). These artists are called upon to represent and reproduce particular
hegemonic national scripts, literally through their flesh. This experimentation in ethnographic representation seeks to render
more explicit how the hermeneutics of dance training informed my understanding of how the artists move, and what moves
them, both aesthetically and socially. This study engages racialized gender performativity ---specifically black femininity--- as a
bodily technique facilitating movement within and through economic and affective structures.

Maya Berry

RAC 129

La gozadera timbera: Sensuality and Survival in 1990s Cuba
La gozadera is a well-loved exclamation, an invitation, and a promise of unadulterated pleasure. During Cuba's 1990s economic
crisis, musicians and dancers reentered international markets with a new product called timba, selling and consuming sensual
pleasure, and commenting on its circulation. Relying on historical accounts, ethnographic observation, and music and dance
description and analysis, this paper explores la gozadera, arguing that in 1990s Cuba, internal and external pressures met with an
effervescence of popular music and dance production, resulting in social and corporeal experimentation and excess, in which the
communal experience of sensual pleasure spelled both profit and survival.

Sarah Town

African Diasporic Pedagogies in Dance: The Challenges and Experiences
ROUNDTABLE

Panel discussion on the challenges and experiences that students, and artists are facing in African Diasporic pedagogies.

Tina Mullone

RAC 131

Leslie Parker

RAC 124

Lutomi Kassim

RAC 201

(Contemporary) Experiments in Improvisation: Unfolding the African Diaspora

WORKSHOP

9:00 AM - 10:00 AM

A rigorous physical exploration of intersections between thought and movement, the real and the representational, (free)style
and improvisation, flow and disruption. This workshop is informed by the African diaspora in both a contemporary and historical
moment. We will explore presence as embodied performance states that are multi-layered and multi-faceted to generate
empathetic choices in making dances. In this workshop, we will witness and be witnessed to promote greater awareness of
impulses/senses, and apply intersectionality to unpack our embodied experience so that a new kind of joyous expression may
emerge.
Staging Contemporary Black Activism through Performance Acts

WORKSHOP

My workshop intends to employ a participatory, duoethnographic research methodology that examines personal and group
cultural artifacts, stories, memories, compositions, texts and critical incidents to examine our temporal, social and cultural
histories. Performance marks identities, therefore in this way I attempt to speak to a critical awareness of my own narratives thus
far in a dialogic process, whilst juxtaposing participant stories to deconstruct culturally dominant discourses on the black body as
a site for social political activist discourse through the performance act.
The Body of Essence: Ring Shouts and other Afro-Futurities

WORKSHOP

Breath, sinew, Spirit, Black. What are the elements required in conjuring Liberation? Part Freedom School, part Ring Shout, this
immersive performance ritual engages three distinct modalities of participation: The Word (storytelling and textual presentation),
yon Tande, ChE, Andre
the Body (ancestral movement and sound), the Future (virtual film screening). A trinity of movement-based artivists/ cultural
M. Zachery
workers/ artists seamlessly weave research in Afro-Indigenous/ maroon/mawon/marron cultural technologies as embodied
methods of Liberation. Individual participants become a collective, a circle holistically integrating theory at the pace of body
articulation.

RAC 202/SLIPPAGE

For Love of Country

WORKSHOP

Embodiment of our own stories is a pathway to Black Joy. When we lay claim to our place in the Diaspora and affirm our
experiences, we open ourselves to the process of healing.This workshop explores creating a safe place within our own bodies and Alexandra Joye Warren
communities by advocating for our self-possession. Participants will embody prompts which examine our sense of place. The
workshop includes a performance of an excerpt of ""For Love of Country"" by JOYEMOVEMENT dance company.

RAC 224/DANCE
CUBE

"Exactly What Is "Dance Black Joy: Global Affirmation and Defiance?"

LECTURE

Who are we? What are we? How important is the impact that we, as a culture, a community, and a people, have on ourselves and
Dr. Melanie D. Driverthe world around us? When will we realize, actualize and express our true identity? This leture, "What Exactly Is, Dance Black Joy:
Milow
Global Affirmation and Defiance?", seeks to answer this question. As well as introduce our Semetic Hebrew roots as a forgotten
part of our idenetity that dates back to the beginning of time.
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The Politics of Intercultural Performance: Recalling Dismembered Histories in Jeremie, Haiti

PAPERS:
Voice

The day white supremacists rallied in Charlottesville, VA, and confederate monuments entered into national debate, we
unknowingly performed our own response to public statues in the town square of Jeremie, Haiti. The public plaza's monuments
celebrate French and mixed-race identity and efface the Black revolutionary past. Through dance, song, text and music, this
collaboration between three Haitians and two Americans directly engaged with and activated the racialized ideologies and
submerged histories signified by the statues. In this presentation, we will show video of this performance, discuss the experience
and issues it raised, and the associated dance education project with local youth.

Dasha Chapman, JeanSebastien Duvilarie,
Ann Mazzocca
RAC 129

Fall & Recovery: Performing the Embodied Archives of South Africa's Rainbow Generation
In this paper, I examine three performances in Cape Town that coincide with the #RhodesMustFall and #FeesMustFall
movements: two interventions that took place on the University of Cape Town campus, and one performance in Alexander
Theater. Analyzing these performances raises the question: Is decolonizing dance a process of removing, replacing, or
transforming bodies in motion?

Rainy Demerson

NEA Policy and (as) Possibility: Organizing African Diasporic Dance
This paper considers the presence and participation of African Diasporic nonprofit dance organizers in the institutional history of
the Dance Program at the National Endowment of the Arts, the lone arts philanthropic arm of the US federal government.

Sarah Wilbur

"The Slave Masters Were Absent": Dancing Blackness and Freedom in the Cold War Caribbean
PAPERS:
State Influence

RAC 131

This paper discusses the Caribbean Festival of the Arts (Carifesta) 1972, to explore how state-sponsored dance spaces in the Cold
War Caribbean functioned as sites of celebration and debate between performers, audiences, and political actors. Drawing from
Carifesta's archive of experiences, ranging from transformative encounters with performance to near-revolts by audience
members, I discuss how West Indians embodied self-making stories in the festival's three-week long run. I argue that Carifesta
participants cooperated and competed over visions of pan-Caribbean unity and national sovereignty, using body movement and
engaged spectatorship practices to theorize new possibilities for freedom in post-slavery societies.

Amanda Reid

Ecstatic Reasoning - Blackness Protracted: Migration and Constructed Identities

WORKSHOP
10:15 AM - 11:15 AM

Ecstatic Reasoning - Blackness Protracted: Migration and Constructed Identities offers an exploration and examination of somatic
resurrect/tive joy, meaning, the manufacturing of (real or imagined) spaces/place for reconstruction, reconfiguration, and
realignment of self-to-self, self-to-community, and self-to-divine. Though embodied practice that centers on African Diaspora
body technologies of reasoning in and through ecstatic of joy, this workshop and performance presentation work to articulate the
process and production of whole selves that are at once journeying and arrived.

Carol Marie Webster

RAC 124

Jazelynn Goudy

RAC 201

Ojeya Cruz Banks
Lela Aisha Jones

RAC 202/SLIPPAGE

Elgie Sherrod

RAC 224/DANCE
CUBE

Ash Williams

RAC 128

Introduction to Afro-Pop Dance
WORKSHOP

"Traditional Dance," Evolution of the times, Youtube, Social Media, Western (Black)Cultural, and more influenced what we see
today as African Popular/Urban dance. This workshop is an introduction to the history and movement of African Popular/Social
Dances. You will experience joy, love, and full body experience through dance.
Original Spaces (Aotearoa/New Zealand): Black/African/Pacific Diasporic Nomadic (Dance Film & Participatory Dialogue 60 min)

FILM

In this presentation, a first draft of the dance film Original Spaces created by Ojeya Cruz Banks, Lela Aisha Jones, Alex B. Shaw, and
Aidan Un will be screened. Collaboration between movement artists/activists/scholars Jones and Cruz Banks captures Black
African diasporic movement artists dancing on the shores of the south Pacific waters of Aotearoa/New Zealand robed in mud
cloth, or bogolanfini, from West Africa. Original Spaces inherently references a juxtaposition of land and culture through location,
dress, music, and danceserving as a place to begin roundtable style discussion that reflects on the sometimes ambiguous spatial
influences upon embodying blackness and Africanness while also traversing U.S. American and Pacific American identities.
Hoofin' to Freedom: African-derived Stomp Dances of Transformation and Liberation Part 2 : What Happens in the Brain?

WORKSHOP

In this paper and movement experience, I discuss transformative actions of African-derived stomp dance traditions as
demonstrated in traditional and contemporary manifestations of these dance forms and practices. From the heinous phenomena
of dancing the slaves through the development of ring shout, the cakewalk, juba, Conga Square, minstrelsy and tap the shuffle
and stomp patterns of the feet have characterized African-derived dance from Africa to the Americas. Grounded in larger
historical processes, I like to refer to dances of the stomp tradition as hoofing, that is, movements wherein the patterns of the
feet are the focus “ intricate articulations“ percussive, strutting, shuffling, stomping, jumping, patting, running and all solidified
through the unified rhythm of the participants with intentions of solidarity and resistance. In this paper and interactive
presentation, I will illustrate and discuss how these dance forms reverberate with the doer and observer in multiple ways.

Black Bodies That Matter

LECTURE

11:30 AM - 12:30 PM

KEYNOTE SPEAKER

12:30 PM
2:30 - 3:30 PM

This paper seeks to use dance theory and performance studies to develop a comprehensive understanding of how young Black
interlocutors of the Movement for Black Lives are using direct action as a tactic to demand dignity and create transformative
change. Direct action is situated at the center of many campaigns and theories of change in M4BL discourses. By citing specific
examples of how direct action is being used in the south and mid-western parts of the United States, I will offer an analysis of how
queer Black youth are both challenging and transforming communities in the fight against white supremacist, capitalist,
heteronormative, patriarchy.

CHALLENGES, CHANCES, CHANGES - AN OBJECT LESSON IN RECLAIMING MY TIME

Brenda Dixon
Gottschild

CLOSING LUNCH
OPEN SHOWINGS

Works in progress and performances by conference attendees and local high school and college youth
Shuttle service operates from 12:30 PM-3:30 PM from RAC to hotel half hour beginning at 12:30 PM. Final shuttle from RAC at 3:30 PM.
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